
Dear Jin, - 4/22/85 
I'm sending Lynch a copy of my enclosed response to Huff on the chance it 

may be of interest or ase to him, They may huve tried to pull the same first-in, 
first-out lie in one or more of his cases, 

I'm surprised at the openness of their solititation of more lawsuits, more 
because they pick such ancieng and thoroughly documented matters to solicit over. 

Makes one wonder if they are seeking addifjonal emasculating precedents. 

4 friend took me to the mall for an hour and a half of waking therapy and 
although I felt somewhat better while at it, back home I'm just as pooped. Her 
car has a superb heater and was well warmed before she got here. 

I hope to be able to make it in my own tomorrow. Depends on the temperature 
and windchill. Old Faithful has started easily every day. I've got it running righ 
now to loosen the lubricants and restore the battery. Also an old one! 

Oddly, seems like the new cars, particularly importa, wouldn't start around 
here yesterday. 

Nothing in today's mail. f. 

“add 
Best, . 4 

The efforts of which you are aware, perhaps the associated tensions, the rushing 
and most of all probably the weather, keep me worn out and very weary. I feel not 
only that 1 can't but that ~ ought not try to do much. Maybe the antibiotic also 
dragged me down. I did go to the mall at the usual early hour today, made out OK 
and felt better while walking, but not now, after only bringing in a cart of wood and 
sitting and chatting with an old friend from Senate committee days, who phoned. But 
I'm back in my office and I'n going to add to the letter to Huff referred to above. 

1/23, 

Meanwhile, I need a few things I hope you will find time for promptly, preferrably xeroxes but if not citations. Please do this as soon as you can, from the 0322 case 
record. And so you will not be concerned about the reason, it has nothing to do with 
any court filing. But I do want the copies to reflect the fact that they were filed in district court. Not much and I think and hope you can do this without it taking 
much time. I need the blank Hosty search slip and probably from the same affidavit: the citations to his report that LHO beat “arina up and the attached pages of his 
WC testimony, no reason to believe he'd be violent. From Phillips’ declarations, 
only two things and if no trouble, a third. The two are his attestation that they have 
no records on "critics" and they never had the police tapes. The third, which?I'd like 
but do not need as much, is his attestation that Bresson decided what to give me instead 
of Dallas making a search. Digging these things out would just be too much for me now. 
Please believe me, this is important to me, and if you want to know more, I'll tell you. 

From your failure to do as simple a thing as looking at a phone book for me I take 
it you are paying no attention to anything I ask. But please do what + now as as soon 
as you can. And if you do not intend to, pleease let me know immediately because then 
I'll have to.
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